Affiliative interpersonal behaviors during stress are associated with sleep quality and presleep arousal in young, healthy adults.
This study examined the association between stress-related interpersonal behaviors, presleep arousal (PSA), and sleep quality. Sixty-four participants (53% female) described a recent stressful interpersonal event that was coded for overall degree of affiliation (warmth vs hostility) and autonomy (independence vs interdependence). Cognitive and somatic PSA and sleep quality were examined using regression with affiliation and autonomy scores as predictors. Specific interpersonal behaviors that comprise overall affiliation were also examined. More affiliation (warmth) was associated with lower cognitive PSA (β=-.32) and better sleep quality (β=-.28). Autonomy was not associated with sleep quality or PSA. The specific behavior trust in others was associated with better sleep quality (rs=-.25). Behaviors during stress reflect underlying dimensions of interpersonal security. Findings underscore importance of interpersonal frameworks for understanding associations between stress and sleep, and provide support for the anthropological theory that interpersonal security is necessary for healthy sleep.